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Abstract— Localization of objects are urgent for both data 

conveyance and backing of connection mindful 

administration, in the Internet of Things (IoT). It is very 

hard to analyze localization of objects in the Internet of 

Things which are coming from multiple sources. To enhance 

the exactness of object localization and to reduce the 

scalability limitations of the server Object Group Mobility 

(OGM) can be utilized. All the more particularly, this 

framework, presents the OGM idea and clarify how, by 

method for an aggregate operators speaking to a gathering of 

objects as entire, it is conceivable to decrease flagging 

activity and enhance precision in item object localization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The number of objects banded to the Internet of Things is 

increasing day by day it will stretch up to 50 billion by 

2050[1]. By the previous years a hasty repercussion of 

gigantic suppositions in terms of market favorable 

circumstances is portrayed progressively and briskly 

booming consideration of Internet of Things (IoT)[2].  

Localizing objects from multiple sources is the 

hard thing to analyze in Internet of Things (IoT). So that the 

information extracted from one place and maintained it into 

server becomes a problem. For instance, consider the 

scenario, if User-A have a Smartphone as a medium to 

transmit sequence of data from the sensors presented in the 

Smartphone like GPS, Accelerometer, Temperature and so 

on to the Server continuously without any delay. In this case 

the working is more fine when you manipulate and evaluate 

all with single Smartphone, but when User-B, User-C and so 

on comes into action, on this case the server cannot hang-up 

continuously for these updations when it is in group. 

The dominant dispute that the IoT resolutions have 

to look is pertinent to the object movement management, 

which is vital for both data dispatch and object localization. 

Further pointedly,  utmost of the items will be mobile 

phones, enormous load of flagging traffic is considered to  

originated to preserve modify details about the nodes 

present spots. 

A new system is required to overcome the above 

quoted problem, is called Object Group Mobility (OGM). 

With this OMG, each and every value from the transmitting 

end is clearly noted and updated into the server instantly. 

The entire operation from mobile to server is carried over 

via internet as well as the carrying procedures are accessed 

by using Home Agent (HA).  

In the Internet of things billions of objects can feel 

and exchange information, all are attached using Internet 

Protocol (IP). These attached objects Information are 

recurrently collected, examined and pre-owned for 

outlining, administration and decision making. Things 

mentioned in the IoT include people, object residing 

location, time information and condition regarding the 

objects. 

The increased rise of smart phones caused the 

number of things connected to the internet to 12.5 billion in 

2010. During this time world’s population is about 6.8 

million which means that each person will be having more 

than one connected device with them. While moving to the 

future records states that there will be 50 devices attached to 

the internet by 2020[3]. Even though IoT is booming every 

year there are certain constraints that reduce its fast growth. 

The constraints consists the conversion to IPV6, contains 

familiar fixed standards and advancing energy dawn for 

millions even for billions of minute sensors. 

Mobile IPV6 can be used to avoid network layer 

mobility management issues[4]. Without changing the home 

address it allows a mobile node to reach one interface to 

another. All packets that should pass to the node use this 

same address without bothering the new network interface. 

After transferring to new interface the mobile node can also 

go on conversation with other nodes. But this protocol failed 

to resolve all common problems belongs to wireless 

computers such as group communication, group mobility 

management and support for flexible applications. 

NEMO is a standardized protocol. It is an extension 

of MIPV6. K Lan concentrated to develop a network 

mobility testbed for NEMO[5].  He found out the merest 

characteristics for network mobility testbed. This can be 

used to identify the properties of network mobility on 

applications and to boost network mobility. But he failed to 

determine how the testbed can be utilized for the 

management of remote nodes and virtual nodes. 

NEMO deals with three different problems such as 

providing assistance to network mobility, provides a 

multicast base to mobile networks and route optimization of 

unicast movement. The protocol employees a mobile router 

[6]. Whenever home agent goes out of home network, 

mobile router will connects to the home agent. Then all 

packets that to be transferred to a mobile network from HA 

is passed to the mobile router using a channel. Opposite 

movement is drifted back to the HA for shipment. 

The above approach is also fit to vehicular 

scenario. While a vehicle moving from coverage area of 

current base station to a new one it performs multihop 

handover with other vehicles to have current IP address [7]. 

The vehicles may move either in opposite pathway or in 

same pathway. Due to these movements vehicles are able to 

have a consistent prehandover to advance handover potency 

[8]. During the process it retains connection on. Similarly 

NEMO can be also used to provide uninterrupted handover 

between earth stations in satellite scheme. Substantially, 

several works are progressing, directed at formulating any 

recognition scheme into IPv6 addressing [9,10].  

The existing approaches illustrate the concept by means of 

limited scope methodologies such as with the 

communication establishment of server from mobile is by 
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Bluetooth, WiFi or ZigBee, which all are working under 

short ranges and produce the signals with high power 

consumption and costlier methods as well as the major 

drawback of the system is to access only single way 

communication not a bidirectional or group communication. 

Instead of those short range and limited access 

communications, the proposed work use IOT based wide 

range and global communication medium with n-number of 

user localizations. At the same time each and every user can 

connect with server and update the data with n-

initializations. At last the server shows its ability to 

eliminate the redundancy over the collective data and show 

the performance to users. 

Organization of rest of paper follows. Section II 

introduces system architecture, which gives a complete 

system overview. Section III includes object group 

localization procedures which describes developed system 

process flow with design considerations. Section IV consists 

of demo setup. Finally section V gives the conclusion of the 

project. 

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Let us consider an IoT scenario shown in figure 1, which 

consists of multiple mobile nodes, remote server and the 

whole thing is connected using Internet. Here each node is 

having different network interfaces and is grouped together. 

Thus it can be named as a heterogeneous group. Here we 

can create a circle like friend list, Once it is collected we can 

integrate view the localized data of all the others who are all 

in our group and simultaneously we can also update our data 

into server, through that other users in our group can view 

our data. Mobility is mentioned like if you are in your place, 

but one can see others records instantly from current place 

even if the node is moving (travelling). 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

All of the mobile nodes present in the group 

collectively sent their sensor values such as longitude, 

latitude, temperature, humidity, city etc to the remote server. 

. The Signalling is helpful to receive the values from sensors 

to remote servers. At the remote server sensor values of 

multiple nodes are grouped together to achieve group 

localization. Once it is achieved all mobile nodes can view 

the group mobility status. Further redundant values are 

removed from the server in order to solve scalability issues. 

The entire operations between mobile and server are 

accessed by using Home Agent(HA).  

Mobile Internet Protocol (Mobile IP), a home agent 

is a router on a mobile node's own network that retains 

details regarding the nodes present region, as determined in 

Foreign address. The HA performs drifting method to 

forward Internet service so that the node's IP details not 

need to be altering each time it switched to another  

location. HA may operate association with a foreign router, 

router on the foreign network. In the Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF) RFC 2002, detailed descriptions 

regarding those two routers are given. Both foreign  and 

home routers are considered as movement managing agents. 

A Routing Agent (RA) is a working element in a 

3G or 4G (such as LTE) network that determines actual-time 

routing abilities to assure that messages are transmitted to 

the correct elements in a network. The RA was brought in 

by the 3GPP to solve the enlarging wide signalling traffic 

and augmenting complication of 4G LTE networks. Some of 

this intricacy comes from the enlarged traffics that 

communications service providers (CSPs) brought in 3G and 

4G LTE networks, such as tiered charging, assembled 

billing, and policy enforcement control[11].These 

functionalities need alternate coverage based services, 

consisting GPRS, IOT and more, to support complex user-

service connections. A RA regulates and directs the traffic 

among these elements to assure that the fine connections are 

made. Networks with complicated architectures and more 

number of nodes need a progressed broadcasting contextual 

routing engine. Choosing a RA that’s capable of advanced 

circumstantial routing is necessary for controlling network 

complexity and financing on all that 4G LTE. Time 

optimization strategy, is used to provide interval between 

sensor values to reach the server. If 1st value reaches the 

server in 1 minute means all the continuous values will 

reach only on the same interval without any delay, then only 

we can process the data for redundancy. 

III. GROUP LOCALIZATION PROCEDURES 

Developed system process flow is shown in figure 2, An 

android application is designed and developed to perform 

entire process. It is directly connected to the remote server 

via IoT. Each mobile node is required to register in the 

application. There are two options to register either they can 

create group as public else they can create as private. If 

registered under private means each sensor in the mobile 

such as GPS, Accelerometer, Climate and so on will be 

triggered and get the readings from it and display it into the 

android applications as well as update those values into the 

remote server without any delay. Further these values will 

be visible only to admin. If it is registered under public, each 

sensor values will be displayed to all of the group members 

in that group. Once after successful registration the mobile 

nodes can view group mobility status and associated sensor 

values by extracting them from the remote server.  

Conventional time optimization concept is used for 

developing code, in order to gather sensor values from the 

mobile to reduce signalling traffic. Once it is gathered group 

mobility status can be extracted from the server. After few 

seconds multiple node will update their associated values to 

the remote server, thus it will limits the server scalability. In 

order to reduce these scalability issues the application will 

perform redundancy elimination, which will remove all 

redundant values from the remote server. By using this 
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android application in the mobile it will increase energy 

utilization on mobiles. 

 
Fig. 2: System Flow 

IV. DEMO SETUP 

The setup of demo shown in figure 3 and consists of the 

following: a live remote server and three android mobile 

phones act as mobile nodes. The mobile phones are 

registered in the developed android application under a 

single group in order to show group localization. Remote 

server is equipped with my sql server and is connected to the 

internet. There is enough signal so that each sensor values 

from the mobile phones are updated to the server 

continuously without any delay. 

 
Fig. 3: Demo setup 

Output is analyzed by moving mobile phones to 

different distant places to show group mobility status. Usage 

of the system with redundant values and without redundant 

values is analyzed. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The developed system performs group localization of 

multiple objects in the IoT scenarios. The system showed 

how in IoT scenarios object group mobility can be used to 

provide  group localization accurately by reducing the 

consumption of resources. The future work is concentrated 

to provide group localization of multiple objects of different 

types. 
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